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Decision 88-11-025 November 9,' 1988 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF 'rHE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the ,Matter of the Application of 
AT&T COMMONICAXIONS OF CALIFORNIA, 
INC., a corporation, ·for authority: 
to. increase certain intrastate 
rates and' eharc;csapplicable to 
telecomlllunications'services 
turnished within the state of 
California (U 5002 C) • . 
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) Application SS,-ll-029 
) (Filed November lS,19~S) 
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--------------------------------) 
OPINION ON' TORN'S SOPPLEMENTAL REQUEST' FOR: 

CQMPEIfSATXOH .;.. ON PHASE :IX ISSOES 

Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TURN) requests 
compensation of,$34,541~83plus interest from April 13, 1987, the 
75th day following the filing of TORN's Phase I request for 
compensation on January 28:, 19~7. In this decision, we find. that 
TORN made aSuDstantial contribution to the record. on the subjects 
of marketing and advertising, and we a~ard compensation: ot 
$3.3,956,.83 plus interest for its work in Phases I and II of this ../',' 
proceeding-

II - Baxkgrounsi 

'l'tmN filed its request tor 'a finding of eligibility for 
compensation in this proceeding on January 7, 1986, and by 
0.86-02-039 dated February 20, 1986, the Commission noted that 
TORN's.'request was tilnely and determined that TORN was eliqible to 
claim compenSation under Artiele 18'.7 of our rules for its 
participation in this' proceeding. Then in Phase I of this 
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application, the Commission ~y 0.S7-0S-029 awarded TORN 
compensation in the amount ot $38,047.22 for its efforts in 
specific, subj ect areas, while deferring to Phase II of this 
proceeding possible awards on the subjects of *MarketinqN and 
NAdvertisingN, pending the decision on rehearing granted by 
0.8-7-04";'041.. 

For its efforts in Phase I and II ot this proceeding on 
the subjects of marketing and advertising, TORN's supplemental 
request 'seeks $34,541.83 plus interest for what it terms as 
substantial contribution to- the commission's adoption of test year 
marketing and advertising expenses. 

Rule 7&.56 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 

Procedure governs requests for compensation as follows: 
NFollowing issuance of a final order or decision 
by the commission in the hearing or proceeding, 
a customer who has been found by the 
Commission ••• to- be eligible for an award of 
compensation may file within 30 days a request 
tor an award.. The request shall include, at a 
minimum, a detailed description of services and 
expenditures and a description of the 
customer's substantial contribution to the 
hearing or proceeding. ...N 

TORN, in its current request, correctly pointed out that 
for the marketing expense issue, the Phase II deeision (0.88-06-036 
issued June 17, 1988) is the final order andthat.decision resolved 
the issue(s) for which compensation is now sought. TORN'.s' July a, 
1988 request was .made well within. the' 30-day period following th,e' 
issuance of D.88-06-036 ... 

xn:.. TOJQf'S Cla:iJll 

TURN asserts that it contributed substantially to the 
commission"s adoption of test year marketing andaClvertisinq 
expenses in both Phase I ADd.' Phase II of this proceeding. ' For its 

prior (January 28,1987) filinqfor compensation, TORN pointed· out 
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that the Commission held open the' part of 1"O'RN's request which 
addressed marketing and advertising issues. "pending the review ot 
the m4rketing baseline in Phase II (0.87-05-029)." This deferral 
covered the entire area of marketing and advertising~ therefore~ 
TORN reaffirmed and renewed its clatm for compensation in the areas 
of marketing and advertising policy at issue in Phase I as well as 
selection of the appropriate baseline year which was the:basic 

I 

Phase II issue. 
A- Phase I AdyertisinglJlarJteting IssueS 

1. Synopsis 
In 0.86-11-079, the inter~opinion covering Phase I of 

Application CA.) 85-11-029, the commission awarded ~&T-C the 

amount ot $126,623,000 for test year advertising and marketing 
expenses.. This amount was contrasted wittl AT&T-C's. requested.: 
$200,956-,000, the Commission's Oivision of Ratepayer Advocates 
(ORA)l recommended $S9,623~000, and TORN's preferred 
recommendation o~ $54,033,000. To arrive at this $126-.6 million 
award, it should be evident that we developed an independent range 
based on different components of the separate showings of all three 
active parties (D •. 86-11-079, mimeo. pp'. 87-91). 

2 •. TURN'S Arguments 
Despite, the tact that its numerical recommendation was 

not accepted in 0.86-11-079, TORN contended that it should be 

compensated tor all the time it spent on the issues of 
marketing/advertising- In support of its request, '!'URN 'cited 
0.86-11-079'5 extensive discussion o~ its position on the~e issues 
(mimeo., pp. 83:~87). It also cited the commission's reliance on 
TORN's analysis iri.eratting an independent range, as reflected in 
the followinq-lanquaqe: 

1 0.86-11-079·reterstoPSD, the Commission's.. Public Statf' 
Oivision,the predecessor ot the, ORA' which was renamed· ORk in 1987. 
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"'In reviewing the alternatives to AX&T-C's $200 
million request,. we also reject the dollar. 
reooXlllnendations of (DRA) ana 'l'ORN, :but will use 
portions of their analyses in adopting a test 
year figure ..... '" (0.86-11-079, mi:meo. pp-. 
8-7-89.) 

TORN also oited 0.86-11-079'5 desoription of the 
mechanios used to; develop the Commission's- independent range,. 
noting that the base figure for marketing was-adjusted. tor 
inflation in 1984 and 1985 by oonsumer prioe index (CPI) inflation, 
consistent with 'l"O'RN's reoommendation for use of CPI .. 

Finally, TORN opines that Footnote 17 of 0 .. S6-11~079 was 
dispositive of the issue of TORN's- substantial oontribution in this 
area: the footnote reooqnized 'I't7lUl's contribution, as follows: 

"'At this- point, it is appropriate- to recognize 
the contribution of TORN's witness Therrien to 
this proceeding in injeoting into the record 
valuable input in assessing the level of 
advertising and marketing expenses from year to 
year. We have specifically adopted the use of 
the CPI in:1ation factor for assessing 
marketing expenses, and media inflation for 
assessing advertising expenses in this 
deoision, as noted in the discussion of our 
adopted range. We l:Ielieve these are valuable 
tools for assessing the reasonableness of 
advertising and marketing budgets presented to 
this commission. No other witness, not even 
AT&T-C's witnesses in this-prooeeding, l:Irought 
to-this proceeding the level of expertise 
exemplified by Therrien as- aresul t of his 3-2 
years in this industry.'" (D.86-l1-079, mimeo .. 
p. 91,. no. 17.) 

3.. ORA's Response 
DRA's. Response eehoed the importanoe of Mr. Therrien's 

oontribution t~the record, and underscored the differenoes in 
Therrien's reoommendation and that of DRA in theadvertisinql 
marketing area • 
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4. AT&T-C's Response 
AX&T-C urged that the commission reduce TORN's request ~y 

50% in the advertising/marketinq area. AT&T-C ~elieves that 
Therrien's t~stilnonywas derivative in nature, since he performed 
n~ independent investigation, but merely relied on DRA's 
conclusions that AX&T-C's requested expense levels were 
unjustified. In any event, AT&T-C noted that D.86-11-079 rejected 
a major premise of Therrien's recommendation when it explicitly 
retusedto look to the so-called ·1984 divested amount· as a 
starting point in gauging the reasonableness of AT&T-C's request. 
Finally, AT&T-C asserts that the only contribution for which .'l'tT.RN 
can legitimately take credit is the use of cPt to· account for 
inflationary effects in the marketing budget (noting that the 
Commission did not actually use *media inflation' to arrive at its 
adopted figure for advertising). To AT&T-C, TORN's CPI,' 
recommendation is ·o~vious, simplistic and commonly known· (AX&T-C 
Response, p. 5) ~ in short, not the sort of significant 
contr~ution,meriting 100% recognition of 'l'tT.RN's costs. 

S. ~iscussion 

It is Abundantly clear that TORN's participation in the 
advertising/marketing area via Therrien's testimony provided ,the 
crucial showing enabling the Commission to develop its range to 
bridge the chasm between AX&T-C's request ($200 :million) and'the 
next highest recommendation in the record CDRk's $89.6 million). 
Therrien recommended that the commission use the 1984 divested 
amount of $38 million, and increase that amount by media inflation 
(for the advertising' component:> and CPI (for the marketing 
component) in ensuinq years. This resulted in a primary 
recommenclation of $54 million, although Therrien also prepared 
alternate fiqures ranqinq from ,~5S..7 million to- $79.5-million 
CD.86-11-079,mimeo. p. 8S).. 
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While 0.86-11-079 rejected both Therrien's "1984 d'1vested 
alnount'" starting point and his specific dollar re'commendations, it 
usec:l his analysis of the nature of AT&~-C's request as validation 
of DRA's similar concerns. Al thouqhAT&T-C correctly notes that 
Therrien conducted no. independent analysis, we think the more 
significant consideration is that Therrien's testimony provided an 
industry expert's reasoned analysis for legitimately rej.ecting 
AT&T-C's dollar request. ORA's efforts in this area, while 
valiant~ were of necessity based on a regulatory policy approach, 
relying heavily on prior Commission advertising expense precedents, 
whiCh were vigorously challenged by AT&T-C as outmoded in the newly 
competitive interLAXA market. ORA's approach was predictable, 
qiven the fact that it generally lacks the in-house capability to. 
present experienced subject matter experts in the specialized area 
of advertising/marketing _ However, we do. not intend to. disparage 
ORA's considerable effort in this proceeding, as we undertake the 
necessary process of examining TORN's efforts in order to. reacn a 
judgment on the substantial contribution issue. Indeed, we 
recognize ORA's broader mandate to cover a wide range of general 
rate case issues. In contrast, intervenors are always free to 
choose their issues, and structure their participation accordingly. 

In this instance, TORN had the foresight to recognize 
that A1'&T-C would make a strong showing on the advertisingl 
marketing issue, and that a s~ject matter expert would be required 
to meet AT&T-C's. witnesses on equal footing and refute that 
showing,. TURN also opted to, choose an expert with extensive 
practical experience in the advertising industry, rather than 
someone more removed from such day-to-day practicalities. Indeed, 
TORN's Chosen expert proved to be an invaluable asset to the 
reeord,with a capability ot drawing on 32 years of practical 
industry experience and articulatinq a cogent and compellinq 
position. '. In the final analysis,. Therrien's testimony . served to. 
add sufficient leqitimacy to..DRA's'overall concems,in the' face of 
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a tremendous challenge by ~&T-C, to. justify adoption of a dollar 
range significantly lower than AT&T-C's. $200, million request. This. 
constituted a substantial contribution to 0.8:6-11-079. 

While it is clear' that ORA. and TORN were both actively 
involved in the advertising/marketing issue, it is equally clear 
that 0.86-11-079 aaopted a figure derived conceptually from both 
parties' analyses. The decision used portions. of DRA' s analysis. as 
the starting point of the adopted range, and, in effeet, escalated 
the marketinq budget via CPI, borrowinq from TORN's analysis. The 
result was an amalgam of diverse elements culled from the entire 
evidentiary record. 

In add'ition, 'l'herrien's. suggested use o! media inflation 
and CPI to escalate advertising and marketinq budgets, in the 
absence of independent justification for increased allowanee.in 
these expense categories, was specifically endorsed in D.86-11-079. 
This is clearly an independent contribution t~the record of this 
proceeding'. 

Given that reality, and our assessment of the importance 
of Therrien's overall contribution and the crucial weight given to 
his testimony, we de not tind TORN's efforts duplicative of ORA's 
work, and we find no need to reduce TORN"s award for its. 
contribution to 0.86-11-079 accordingly. 

Finally, the tact that Therrien's testimony was 
M'derivative" of ORA's. concerns,. and not premised on an independent. 
analysis ofAX&T-C"s operations, does not justify a reduction of 
TO:RN"s award, given our assessment of the importance of that 
testimony to the ultimate outcome, as previously discussed. 

In short, we will award TORN compensation for 100% of its 
time on the advertisinq/marketing issue. However, w~ will, adj.ust· 
the hourly rate for TORN's counsel tor work in Phase' I downward 
'from $J.50to$13S per hour.co~istentwith our prior determination, 
(D~87-0S-029, m1m.ee. pp. 18-:-21). 
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~,Pbase D Marketing Issues 
1. 5.Yn9psi§ 

0.86-11-079 had previously established AT&T-C's 
advertisinq allowance tor its total california operations at 
$22,393,000 (SO~ of AT&T-C's request) .. This. rested the issue of 
advertisinq expenses in A.85-11-029. Thereafter, the remaininq 
issue for Phase II was the question of whether 1984 or 1985 was a 
be~ter base period~or the determination of reasonable ~arketinq 
expenses tor AT&T-C in Test Year 19'86. 

AT&T-C'~ position remained.that the 1985 recorded and 
unadjusted amount allocated to california of $138: .. 9 million. should 
be increased for inflation to $143.9 million and adopted as its 
marketing allowance ~or ~e test year I Conversely, ORA and 'l"ORN' 

presented evidence to buttress the 1984 base ot $96·.5 million with 
increases for inflation to maintain what they termed as Na more· 
than adequatemarketinq allowance' of $104,230,000 ($44,7 million on 
an intrastate basis) for 1980,N 

In D.88-06-036 we agreed with AT&T-C, that 1984 was a 
start-up year, }:)ut we also agreed with ORA and 'rORN that the 1985 
recorded expenses were unrepresentatively high. Therefore" we made 
an equitable choice to averaqe the 1984 base with the 1985 base, 
adjusted for carrier selection, to reach our adopted $51 .. 1 :million 
marketing allowance for AT&T-C's. california intrastate operations. 
(This amount approximates $11.9_2 million for AT&T-c'stotal 
california operations.) (D,88-06-036, mimeo. pp. 117-120.) 

2- • TORN'S Argumentfi 
'l'ORNarques that it made a substantial contri}:)ution to 

the Phase II record and.· its claim· was timely t11ed, after the 
com:m.ission rendered its ·~inal· decision on the issue of Test Year 
1986' marketing expenses (D.8.8-06-036). In Phase II, TORN argueclin 

. .' . 
testimony and in its brief, against ~&T-C's attempts to update the . 
):)aseline for marketing expenses from 1984 to 1985.. In Phase II, 
'l"O:RN again presented witness Joseph K. Therrien who-presented 
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supplemental testimony supporting the· use of 198'4 as a base period 
rather than 1985. Therrien's testimony was received as Exhibit 
247. 

TORN contends that the Commission quoted extensively f~om 
Therrien's testimony in D.88-06-036 at pages l06 thr,ough lOS, and 
relied on TORN's Phase I- contribution as well as Exhibit 247 in 
reaching its position in Phase II. 

TORN asserts that D.88-06-036 wsummarizes the 
unsuccessful search in Phase (IIJ tor a definitivepost~Divestiture 
baseline tor marketing expenses. In making theSolomonicdeeision 
to average 1984 and 1985, the Commission again recognizes TORN's 
continuing contribution: 

WWhile we accept AT&T-C's characterization of 
1.984 as a start-up year,. we also tind merit in 
the contentions of DRA and 'l'ORN that equal 
access activities in 1985- rendered it as 
something of a peak for marketing expenditures 
(especially when noting the need tor adopted 
1986- values to. serve for 1987 and 1988 as 
we-ll).' (D.88-06-036, mimeo. p. 120.) 

Because'the Commission clearly has relied on the credibility of 
'l'ORN's witness Therrien, and has,adopted TORN's primary contention 
that 1985 provides no better a base tor marketing expenditu~es than 
1984,. TORN has contributed substantially to. D.88-06-036·.. The 
remainder of this- Supplemental Request details '1"ORN's requested 
compensation tor this substantial contribution. _(TORN SUpplemental 
Request, pp. 6-7.) 

3. AliT-C's Respon§e 
A1'&'l'-C contends that TORN's ~equest overstates its 

contribution which A1'&:'l'-C suqgests was 'at best marginal.' A'I'&T-C 
argues. that: WTORN's prineipal contentions in marketinq and 
advertising issues were rejected in Decisions 86-11-079 and 
88-06";03.&. Moreover, .'.tORN's request :must be substantially reduced" 
because its presentation, especially in Phase [II), was- materially 
duplicative of, and wholly derivative from, positions espoused by 
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the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA). In addition, TORN's 
proposed increases in hourly rates tor its counsel are'unjustified, 
and its witness' bill, tor Phase (II] appears to include hours spent 
on irrelevant research.... (AT&T-C Response, p. 2.) 

Regarding its contention of irrelevant research, AT&'l'-C 
pointed to, its cross ot Therrien claiming that: "trom the record 
ot Mr. Therrien's Phase (II] appearance, it seexns likely that his 
researCh, was concentrated on'advertising, expense -- an element of, 
AT&T"s overall marketing budget that was specifically ~'at issue 
in Phase (II]. 

"'Q. Mr. Therrien, you indicated that in comparing 
AT&T with other industries, IBM and the large 
industries that you mentioned, that all of 
these companies have a dominance in their 
industries. 

"'A .. 

"I am wondering it you made a comparison of the 
marketing budgets ofAX&T'with those of the 
other companies that you have mentioned and 
arrived at any conclusion regarding the dollars 
spent tor marketing? ' 

The concise answer is no, I did not in 
marketing terms. 

"I reviewed advertising expenditures. err. 
7101) 

"Accordingly, AT&T-C recommends that Ttl'RN's request' for 
Kt". Therrien's expense·be reduced by 3 hours to- eXcludet~e· 
apparently spent on irrelevant research.... (AT&T-C Response, 
p.11). 

AT&T-Calso recommended that the hourly rate for TORN's' 
counsel:, Jon F.Elliott, should be kept at $135~ per hour and the 
rate tor TO'RN's newly assigned attorney, Mark Barmore, be set at 
$90 per hour rather. tbanthe $125 requested by TORN. 

AT&1'-C arques.that: 
"In its Phase (I] Request'tor Compensation, TORN 
sought toincrea.se the adopted hourly rate for 
its attorney (SChwartz and Elliott) from$12S 
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to $150 -- a 20% increase. AT&T recommended a 
more reasonable rate of $135, which the ' 
Commission adopted in Decision 87-05-029. In, 
its Supplemental Request, TORN inappropriately 
seeks to increase Mr. Elliott's hourly rate yet 
again, for Phase (IIJ work. 

*~&1' does not deny that Mr. Elliott is an 
attorney with experience in california 
r~latory praetice. However, the fact relllains 
that the commission reviewed Mr. Elliott's 
qualifications in Decision 87-0S-02~, in light 
of the same or similar precedents as TORN now 
reCites, and reached a determination that 
Mr. Elliott's rate should be $135 per hour. 
The only additional rationale provided ~y TORN 
for its proposed 11% rate increase is that 
Mr. Elliott is now one year more experienced. 
TORN does not provide any additional 
information in support of its proposal, such as 
general economic inflation or increases within 
attorney salaries. In addition, TORN's own 
showing demonstrates that Mr. Elliott's Phase 
(II J participation was limited to some 
transcript reading, a one-hour dratting of 
testimony with his client" and a few hours of 
preparation for Mr. Therrien's brief appearance 
as a witness. These routine activities do not 
support TORN's proposed rate increase. 
Accordingly, no adequate justification is 
presented that warrants raising Mr. Elliott's 
adopted hourly rate ot $135 per hour. 

'*With respeet to its new junior attorney 
Barmore, TORN requests a $lZS hourly rate. 
AT&T recognizes that Mr. Barmore is an attorney 
with consiclerable potential. Yet, he is 
manifestly inexperienced in Commission matters, 
and his only role in this proceeding was the • 
drafting andfilinq of TORN's SUpplemental 
Re~est for Compensation -- a largely 
administrative/clerical function. TURN 
provides no commission precedent in support of 
the proposed hourly rate tor Mr. Barmore, and 
that rate appears. to ))e excessive for an entry
level associate attorney. AT&T therefore 
proposes that Mr. Barmore's compensation in 
this proceeding be based on a rateot· $90 per 
hour.' (A1'&T-C'Response, PI>. 9-l0.) 
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4. Piscussion 
It is again clear that TORN made a substantial. , 

contribution to the recora in Phase II ot this proceeding on the' 
mar~eting issue. That contribution was, as 'I't7RN noted, discussed 
at some lenqth in the discussion on marketing D,.88'-06-036.. with a 
preference to utilize TURN's methodology and recommended 1984 base 
period, we were also persuaded by TORN's and ORA's contentions that 
equal access activities rendered 1985- as something of a peak year 
for marketing activities_ Nonetheless, AT&T-C had incurred the 
higher recorded marketing expenses and even though we opined that' 
they were unrepresentatively high in 1985., we did reach a 
compromise by raising the intrastate expenses for the test ,year by 
$6.4 million over the amount adopted in 0.86-11-079 using the 1984 
base period.. This modest increase in our allowance of marketing 
expenses is a tar cry trom adopting the 1985 recorded base level 
adjusted tor inflation as had been s~vigorously sought by AX&T-C • 

There can be no doubt to anyone who has studied the 
record in this proceeding that Therrien was an extremely credible 
and knowledgeable witness both in Phase I and Phase II ot this 
proceeding.. In addition and expressly to the pOint,. xtT.RN,. by 

providing Mr. Therrien as wi tnes§' on marketing issues in' both 
phases of this proceeding, filled a void which would otherwise .have 
been left untilled since DRA did not have expert witnesses' 
available among itsstaft for assignment to' this proceeding in the 
areas ofmarketinq aDd advertising. 

Therefore', we will award TORN full compensation for 
Mr. therrien's efforts in Phase II,. as we have done in Phase Iof 
this proceeding. 

On the subject of hourly rates for T'CmN's assiqned 
counsel(s), while there would clearly be some merit to, an upward 
review of Jon F .. Elliott's hourly rate based on his. increased 
expertise', weare persuaded bY,M&T-C that the work' ot' presenting. a 
witness with Mr. Therrien's experience was not all that difficult, 
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and Mr. Elliott's other work in this proceeding 'did not likely 
require his fullest effort or total talents. We see no. need: or 
purpose served by increasing his hourly rate above $135 tor work in 
this proceeding .. 

Regarding the hourly rate for Mr.. Barmore, we have 
concluded, that AT&T-C's analysis and arqument is fair and 
responsible. Therefore, tor this proceeding wherein Ml:.. Barmore 
has become acquainted with regulatory work before this commission, 
we will grant compensation reflecting an hourly rate of $90 per 
hour as recommended by ~&T-C. In'doing so, we will likely be 
seeingturtherand ]Dore, difficult work from Mr. Barmore in the 
tuture, and will revisit the propriety of the hourly' rate for that 
work at that time .. 

Rule 7&.60 sets the bounds for the calculation of, 
compensation: 

NThe compensation awarded may not, in any case, 
exceed the market value of services ~aid by the 
Commission or the public utility, whichever is 
greater,. to persons of compa.rable training and 
experience who are offering similar services~N 

We believe tba.tthe adjustments we have made herein tor 
the work performed' by TTJ'.R,N's attorneys- fully comply with the spirit, 
and intent of· Rule 76 .. 60'. 

xv.. RecQl!IP1ltAtion Of' ReAsonable <;pmpensatign 

In accordance with the prior discussion, we will 
recompute TORN's supplemental compensation award in A.S5-11-029 as 
follows: 
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. . 
TORN's Phase I supplemental request of $29,11S will be 

granted in full, since it has already been. computed usinqthe $135 
per hour rate for its experienced attorneys, and we are allowinq 
the full amount requested for the services of Mr~ Therrien, TORN's 

expert witness on marketin9 and. ad.vertis.ing matters, at the rate of 
$150 per hour. 

The Phase I request was computed as follows: 
Work A£tivity 

184 hours of Attorney 
Work @ $13.s. 

28.5 hours of Expert 
Witness Work @ $150 

SUbtotal for Phase I , 

Amount 

$24,840.00 

4,275.00 

$29,115.00 

For Phase!I of A.S5-11-029, we adjusted 'l'ORN's·request 
of $5:,426.83 as :follows: 

Work· Actiyit:l 

Attorney Work: 

Jon Elliott 18 hours 
@ $135 

MArk·· Barmore. 9 hours 
@ $90 

EXpert Witness Work: 

10.5 hoUrs @ $150 

Exh£bitReproduetion and 
KailinqExpenses . 

Subtotal for Phase II 

Total for Phases I & ·1I· 

-"14 -

Amount 

$2,430.00 

810.00 

1,575.00 

26.83 

$. 4, §:41.83 

$33,956.:8:3-
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conclusicm 
We conclude that TORN's *Supplemental Request for 

Compensation* on Phase II and held-over Phase I issues as modified 
and'recomputed above is reasonable. 

TORN is, therefore, entitled to supplementary 
compensation in A.S5-11-029 in the amount of $33,956.83. 

This order will, consistent with various prior decisions, 
also provide for interest to accrue commencing on April 13, 1987, 
on the $29,115.00 award for TURN's contribution to Phase I of 
A.8.5-11-029 and commencing September 21, 1988., on the $4,841 .. 8'3 
award for its contribution to' the record in Phase II of this 
matter,. continuing until full payment of the award is made. These 
dates represent the 75th day after the filing of TORN's respective 
requests for compensation for Phase I and Phase II contributions. 

TORN is placed on notice it may be subject to audit or 
review by the Commission Advisory and compliance Division. 
Therefore, adequate accounting records and other necessary 
documentation must be maintained and retained by the organization 
in support of all claims for intervenor compensation. Such record
keeping systems shoUld identify specific issues for which ' 
compensation is being requested, the actual time spent by' each 
employee,. the hourly rate paid, fees paid to' ~on'sul tants and any 
other costs for which compensation may be claimed. 
Findings of h£t. 

1. TORN has requested,compensation totaling $34,541.83 plus 
interest for its participation in this proceeding. 

2. TURN was found eligible for compensation in 0.86-02-039 .. 
3. TURN's. participation stimulated the recognition. of 

AT&T-~s excessive advertising and marketing expenses and provided 
the record with reasonable justification to' adjust.these expenses 
downward for ratelnakinq purposes~ 

4~ An hourly' rate' of . $150 is reasonable for Mr.. Therrien,· an 
expert in the fi.elds. of advertising and marketinq_ 
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A.85-11-029 ALJ/GA/rmn 

S. An hourly rate of $13S for the TORN attorneys assigned to 
Phase I ofA.S5-11-0Z9 is'reasonable and is consistent with our 
prior determination in D.87-0S-029. 

6. An hourly rate of $90 for Mr. Barmore, TORN's. newly 
assigned attorney- who. performed the last 9 hours of '1"O'RN' s work in 
Phase II of A-SS-11-029., is adequate and. reasonable· for this. 
initial effort as counsel for TORN, especially in view of his lack 
of prior regulatory experience. 

7. The time claimed for 'l'URN's participation on the 
marketing and advertisin9 issues in Aoo.8:S-11-029 is reasonable ... 

8. The other costs claimed in connection with TORN's 
participation in A.8S-11-029 are reasonable .. 
Concl.]lsions of Law 

1. TURN made a significant and substantial contribution to
the record in the areas of advertising and marketinq in A.85-11-029 
Phase I and Phase II • 

2_ AT&T-C should be ord.ered to pay 'l't1RN $Z9,11S.00 plus 
interest accrued on and after April 13, 1987, for its contribution 
to. Phase I and $4,841.83 plus any interest accrued on or after 
September 21, 19'8a., tor' TORN's contribution to Phase'IIof:· 
A .. 85-11-029 • 
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QRDER 

11' IS ORDERED that AT&T' communications of california,. 
Inc. (AT&T-C) shall pay Toward Utility Rate Normalization ('l'O'RN) 

$33,956.83 within 15 days from the effective date of this order. 
AT&T-C'shall also pay'I'ORN interest on $29,115 .. 00 of this amount, 
commencing on and after April 13, 1987, and on the remainder 
($4,841.83) commencinq on or after Septeml)er 21, 1988. This 
interest shall De computed at the average three-month commercial 
paper rate as published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin until full 
payment of the award is made. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated' ,NOV 9 1988 , at san Francisco" California~ 
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Decision 8S 11 025, N.O V ,9 lS88. : ~~I_. '\ II @'dO]f"i0,n''':-'':lr.\;\ 
.. '.ooLJ 1 UL1I.AjUJ~, 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE" CALIFORNIA~ 
'. ,f 

In the Matter of the Application of ) 
AT&T COMMONICATIONS OF CALIFORNn, ) 
INC.', a corporation, for authority ) 
to increase certain intrastate ) 
rates and charges applicable to ) 
telecommunications services ) 
furnished within the State' of ) 
california CU 5002 C). ) 

--------------------------------) 

x. 

tion 8S-11~029 
November 18, 198.S:) 

Toward Utility Rate rmalization (TORN) requests 
compensation of $34,541.8.3 pl s interest from April 13,. 1987, the 
75th day tOllowing· the til' of TORN's Phase I request for 
compensation on January 2a 1937. In this decision, we find that 
TURN made a sUbstantial ntribution to, the record on thesubj ects 
of marketing and advert' sing, and we award. compensation of 
$33-,958.83 plus inter t,., for its work in Phases ,I and II of this 
proc~eding. 

xx _ Back9X.OUDd 

its request for a finding,ot eligibility for 
compensation i this proceeding on January 7, 198:6, and by 
D.86-02-039 ted February 20, 198:6, the Commission noted that 
'rOlm's requ twas timely and determine~ that 'l'O:RN was eligible to, 
claim com tion under Article 18.7 of our rules for its 

,,~. . particip ion in this, proceeding.. Then in Phase I of this 

• 
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